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TITLE OF CASE STUDY: Hunt’s Crash Kitchen Tour 

 
Business Situation and Campaign Objectives 

Hunt’s is the leading branded player in canned tomatoes, outperforming major brands such as Del 
Monte and Contadina.  Hunt’s is particularly well developed in the “smooth” segment – tomato sauce 
and tomato paste – but under-shared in “particulates,” comprised of diced, crushed, puree, stewed, 
and whole tomatoes.  The diced segment is particularly attractive, with a CAGR of +6.0%. (See 
Appendix I, p. 7) 

Being under-developed in particulates was not new news to the brand.  Nor was the fact that 
canned tomatoes were undifferentiated in the minds of most consumers – not a lot of thought goes 
into the purchase decision.  While the Hunt’s brand had a long heritage, dating back to the 1890’s, it 
did not have a consistent advertising presence with consumers.  The advertising that had been done 
was focused primarily on tomato sauce.  In 2007, after being dark since 2001, the brand began 
advertising again, with a focus on diced.  Advertising for the brand brought success, but the team 
knew that a sharpened point of difference was needed to jar consumers out of their “sleep-walking” 
buying behavior of canned tomatoes.  This was especially true in 2009 and 2010 when the economic 
headwinds that prevailed made consumers further scrutinize their canned tomato purchases in what 
was an already commoditized category. 

The 2008 Hunt’s advertising focused on communicating that “only Hunt’s has the best all natural 
tomatoes.”   The advertising mentioned Hunt’s “Flash Steam®” process for canning tomatoes.  This 
is a natural canning process that steam peels the tomatoes to lock in the natural tomato goodness 
rather than using lye or other harsh chemicals to peel the tomatoes, like most other brands do.  
However, the benefit of Flash Steam® was not explained to consumers.  Rather, Flash Steam® was 
just one of several support points for being 100% natural, along with no artificial ingredients or 
preservatives.The main communication point, 100% natural, was important and motivating to 
consumers, but lacked the ownability needed to make the brand stand out among competitors.  
Further, it translated to “softer” advertising than what was needed.   

Thus, the Marketing Strategy was to challenge complacent attitudes toward canned tomatoes by 
jarring consumers from sleep-walking in the canned tomato aisle and proving to them that only 
Hunt’s tomatoes brings backyard garden fresh look and taste because Hunt’s natural FlashSteam® 
process keeps the natural tomato goodness.  By delivering a consistent and compelling message, 
the brand could set their long term business objective to increase market share from 21% to 25% 
over 5 years by driving penetration in particulates. 

The year 1 canned tomato season (October 2009-Mid-April 2010) budget was $8.5MM ($6.3MM for 
TV and $1.7MM for Digital, $0.5MM for PR).  Year 2 (October 2010 –February  2011) had a budget 
of $6.2MM ($4.4MM for TV, $1.6MM for Digital & Video, and $0.2MM for PR/Social Media).  Both of 
these figures exclude FSIs. 
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Research Story 

The overall objective of the research was to identify a compelling and ownable message that would 
disrupt consumers’ routinized canned tomato purchase behavior. 

Strategic Drivers of Communication 

By 2007, Hunt’s had been marketed inconsistently and lacked a cohesive strategy regarding what 
the brand should stand for with consumers.  The Hunt’s team had hypotheses regarding compelling, 
differentiating and ownable messaging territories, but needed to identify areas that would drive 
purchase for Hunt’s and set the brand apart from the sea of commoditized tomato brands. 

Through strategic claims research (International Insights), Hunt’s learned that their FlashSteam® 
process had potential as a compelling and very ownable reason-to-believe and began to solidify the 
idea with consumers in 2008.  Building off the learning from the 2008 campaign, Hunt’s continued to 
leverage FlashSteam® as their “north star”, but beyond an ownable and differentiating product 
attribute, realized they needed stronger linkage to a compelling higher-order consumer benefit in 
order to trigger current habit disruptions. 

1) Tomato Inundation Deep Dive —How can Hunt’s inspire their Growth Target? 
Hunt’s identified their strategic Growth Target—known as “Susan”—as heavy canned tomato buyers 
who currently buy Hunt’s tomato sauce and paste, but purchase other brands for particulates.  
Susan is an accomplished and creative cook who likes experimenting with new products and recipes.  
High quality ingredients make all the difference as she looks to make dishes that are fresh and 
flavorful.  Susan truly enjoys cooking, but what’s most important is sharing the fruits of her labor 
with those she loves.   

Driving penetration of Hunt’s particulates among these heavy buyers would be key to growing the 
Hunt’s franchise.  So, Hunt’s needed to understand Susan’s vision of the “gold standard” for canned 
tomato particulates and her barriers to using Hunt’s. 

The brand knew that it needed to connect deeply with the target in order to uncover points of 
inspiration.  Thus, Hunt’s embarked on a three step, iterative, qualitative research project 
(Consumer Knowledge Centre): 
1) In two markets, Growth Target consumers were inundated with Hunt’s Tomatoes by asking them 

to purchase and use the product 3-4 times in one week prior to a focus group discussion.  The 
purpose of the inundation was to help understand the category in depth and to see if/how 
repeated use changed perceptions of Hunt’s.   

2) Other consumers were tasked with creating collages themed around potential messaging 
territories.  The purpose of this second round of groups was to explore and build upon  
thesemessaging areas.   

3) Finally, cook-along and shop-a-long interviews were conducted to add depth and provide 
“hands-on” live discussion in the context of Susan’s world.  Team members observed actual in-
home preparation of recipes using Hunt’s tomatoes allowing for real time observation of 
consumers’ reactions to the product and end dish results. 

 

First and foremost, Hunt’s learned that Susan’s primary barrier to trying Hunt’s particulates was 
habit—she was rooted in the routine of buying the brand she, her mother, or grandmother had 
always purchased.  And, while perfectly satisfied with the quality of Hunt’s sauce and paste, some 
had poor perceptions of the brand’s particulates and feared risking a signature dish or family recipe 
with another brand. 
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The team also discovered that there is a profound link between fond memories of loved ones and 
gatherings that include tomato-based signature recipes.  The importance of tomatoes and their 
quality as the foundation for these recipes was surprising.  Canned tomatoes that are close to fresh 
are considered the “gold standard.”  But, as Susan explained, fresh lives beyond the supermarket 
produce section—it lives in our backyards.  Her description of this ideal canned tomato was quite 
evocative and sensorial – vibrant red color, firm meaty texture, sweet aroma. 

Through the inundation exercise, the team was excited to learn that Susan felt Hunt’s delivered on 
that backyard garden fresh benefit!  Digging deeper, Hunt’s found their FlashSteam® process was 
powerful and ownable support for delivering “backyard garden fresh” because it cued product 
characteristics that ladder up to fresh.  The word “flash” conveyed “quick”, while “steam” conveyed 
locking in flavor and freshness.   Consumers’ take-away was that FlashSteam® was a very credible 
reason-to-believe the backyard garden fresh promise. No other canned tomatobrand was talking 
about their product in this way. 

The research helped the team understand that a bold approach needed to be taken to challenge 
Susan’s autopilot routine, arrest her with the Hunt’s differentiating claim, and seduce her with the 
aspiration of the deliciously perfect fresh-picked backyard tomato.  These findings were the basis for 
the communication strategy.  The next step was to determine how best to bring it to life. 

2) Creating a Message that Disrupts Old Habits 
Armed with the knowledge that Hunt’s would have to challenge Susan’s autopilot routine and shake 
up how the brand is presented, the team took several scripts into creative development qualitative 
research to identify the most promising options to refine (Insights in Marketing).   

Reaction to the “Hunt’s Crash Kitchen Tour” campaign was strong.  Consumers felt the documentary 
style was easy to relate to and very unique.  They could identify with the real people and real home 
settings and felt the approach was particularly timely given the popularity of reality-based TV shows.  
In addition, the chef provided a strong source of credibility for the message because, as consumers 
explained, “chefs know food and quality.”  Moreover, consumers loved the chef’s approachable and 
engaging style.  Importantly, this research further reinforced that the benefit of backyard garden 
fresh taste was compelling, but combined with the support of FlashSteam®, was considered very 
new and different.   

Finally, copy testing results (ASI Next*Solutions) confirmed the Crash Kitchen Tour campaign should 
be a strong performer in market and disrupt current canned tomato habits.  Persuasion and Copy 
Effect Indices were in the top 20% of the food ad database.  Further, the ads enhanced brand 
perceptions—particularly around freshness – and made consumers think about the Hunt’s brand in a 
new way.  (See Appendix II, p. 8) 

Campaign Description 

The Hunt’s “Crash Kitchen Tour” ran over the course of 2 years, and, based on its success, began its 
third year in October 2011.  TV and digital advertising were part of a fully integrated Marketing Plan 
each year. 

The Hunt’s “Crash Kitchen Tour” campaign features Food Network and TLC TV show host Chef 
George Duran.  As a seasoned cook, Susan is a regular viewer of TLC and cooking shows.  The 
choice of chef was critical to connect with Susan; not just any chef would do.  Duran, who combines 
his culinary schooling in Paris and degree in Communications from NYU, was the perfect choice to 
add credible “approachability” and the spirit needed to breakthrough and inspire the target.  They 
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share an enthusiasm for fresh, flavorful cooking and experimentation, are not overly serious or 
complicated in their culinary approach, and importantly, share an inherent genuineness of character.  
Further, Duran is a good fit with today’s multicultural consumer, given his Venezuelan heritage.    

At the end of our journey, our goal was to have America know the difference between just “any old” 
tomatoes and Hunt’s, FlashSteam® tomatoes. The Crash Kitchen Tour campaign was about making 
connections with consumers, not lecturing her about her tomatoes.  From the Italian-American 
kitchensin the North East to the neighborhood grocery stores across America, Hunt’s was there to 
meet family “chefs” and show them the Hunt’s difference. We shopped at their grocery stores with 
them, cooked in their kitchens, ate at their tables, and hung out on their couches.  And all the while 
we helped them understand the difference between tomatoes of habit and tomatoes of quality.   

The campaign launched to coincide with the canned tomato season of 2009-2010 (October 2009 –
Mid-April 2010).  Highlights include: 

 3 TV spots:  “Launch,”  “Switcheroo,” and “Dishes.”   The TV campaign was shot in a 
documentary style by Director Morgan Spurlock, best known for his Academy Award nominated 
docudrama “Super Size Me.”  The fast-paced action and use of multiple cuts was an additional 
way to disrupt a low involvement category.  Additionally, while there was a tight connection 
between a chef and tomatoes, the context for encountering Duran was unexpected – in a 
supermarket clearing store shelves or axing through a competitive brand in a firehouse.  The ads 
ran in daytime, prime, syndicated, and cable. 

 Digital, featuring banner ads with George Duran and the FlashSteam® message, as well as paid 
recipe search. 

 PR and a National Word of Mouth Program: 
− A satellite media tour featuring George Duran in more than 20 interviews, which generated 

86MM impressions, 16MM above expectations. 
− “Backyard Garden Fresh” House Parties.  Hunt’s empowered our target, who often acts as 

“the social chair,” to bring the freshest ingredients together with her close family and friends 
through Hunt’s Backyard Garden Fresh Parties. 9,000 consumers vied to host one of 1,000 
parties across the U.S., two of which had special appearances by George Duran.  Over 
11,000 consumers attended the parties and 1.8MM impressions were generated. 

 
The second year of the campaign, which ran from October 2010 to February 2011, was also a fully 
integrated Marketing Plan.  Key elements included: 

 2 new TV spots, “Supermarket” and “Firehouse,” featuring new situations for George Duran to 
interrupt consumers’ routines.  The spots ran in daytime, prime, syndicated, and cable. 

 Digital, featuring banner ads with the George Duran Creative and paid recipe search. 
 
Business Results 

After two years of support behind Hunt’s Crash Kitchen Tour, positive results have been delivered 
across multiple dimensions.   

First, the brand is tracking ahead of its 5 year Marketing Objective  to gain 4 market share 
points.  In just two years, the brand has achieved 50% of its share gain objective through significant 
gains in penetration of particulates. (See Appendix III, p. 9) 

 Market Share vs. Pre-Campaign (Source:  IRI FDMx 26 Weeks Ending 3/27/2011) 
− Total Hunts Brand Volume Share +2.0 pts. 
− Total Hunts Particulates Volume Share +1.8pts. 
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 Household Penetration vs. Pre-Campaign (Source:  IRI All Outlet Panel 26 Weeks Ending 
3/27/2011) 
− Total Hunts Brand +1.4pts. 
− Total Hunts Particulates +2.1pts. 

 Velocity (Base Volume/Total Point of Distribution vs. Pre-Campaign (Source:  IRI FDMx 26 
Weeks Ending 3/27/2011) 
− Total Hunts Brand +2.1%. 
− Total Hunts Particulates +8.6% 
[all figures are 2010-2011 Tomato Season vs. 2008-2009 Tomato Season (post vs. pre 
campaign)] 

Second, the Crash Kitchen Tour has delivered significant perceptual changes.  With 68% proven 
awareness of the campaign among the target, the advertising delivered significant movement in the 
key communication points of “backyard garden fresh look and taste” and “are flash steamed” among 
those who had seen the advertising (Source:  Communicus).   Previous tracking indicated that these 
perceptions had been flat for years.(See Appendix IV, p. 10) 

Third, Marketing Mix Analysis indicated that Hunt’s Crash Kitchen Tour creative was the most 
effective and efficient in the Brand’s history. (See Appendix V, p. 11) 

 Crash Kitchen Tour TV delivered the highest Incremental Volume/TRP ever measured for the 
Hunts brand.  Total campaign Incremental Volume/TRP was +51% higher than all prior 
campaigns. (Source:  Nielsen Marketing Mix Analysis) 

 TV Return on Investment increased +88% vs. all prior campaigns.  Sharp increases in Return 
on Investment were driven by both increases in effectiveness and a more efficient media 
plan. (Source:  Nielsen Marketing Mix Analysis) 

 Crash Kitchen Tour TV campaign delivered a higher volume contribution from Diced than 
prior campaigns. (Source:  Nielsen Marketing Mix Analysis) 

In depth qualitative research to explore the target’s multiple points of interaction with tomatoes 
helped to uncover what consumers considered to be their tomato “gold standard” – “backyard 
garden fresh look and taste” – and link this toour proprietary natural steam process that maintains 
the natural tomato goodness of every tomato in our Diced, Whole, and Stewed varieties. This insight 
and the translation to effective, breakthrough consumer communication has put the brand on a 
strong upward trajectory to further strengthen its leadership in canned tomatoes.
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Appendix I 

Overview of the Canned Tomato Market 

Source:  IRI FDMx; 26 Week Periods Ending March 2008 – March 2011 

 

CAGR Periods: 2010-2011 Tomato Season vs. 2007-2008 Tomato Season 
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Appendix II 

IPSOS ASI Copy Test Scores—Next*Solutions  

October and December, 2009 

Key Measures Switcheroo 
:30 

Switcheroo 
:15 

Launch :30 Launch :15 

Persuasion Index – Total 
Brand (quintile performance) 

143 (Top 20) 171 (Top 20) 171 (Top 20) 183 (Top 20) 

Copy Effectiveness Index  – 
Total Brand (quintile 
performance) 

173 (Top 20) 169 (Top 20) 204 (Top 10) 191 (Top 10) 

“Are better than other brands of 
canned tomatoes” 

30 27 29 24 

“Makes you think about Hunt’s 
Canned Tomatoes in a new way” 

39 28 40 35 

“Are fresh tasting” 40 31 40 33 

“Are picked at the peak of 
ripeness and quickly processed” 

37 30 37 35 

Significantly higher than ASI Food Norm or control sample 
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Appendix III 
In-Market Sales Results 
Sources:  1) IRI FDMx26 Week Periods Ending March 2011 vs. March 2009.  2) IRI All Outlet 
Household Panel 26 Week Periods Ending March 2011 vs. March 2009 
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Appendix IV 

Communicus Ad Tracking Results—March 2011 

Hunt’s Campaign Impact on Brand Perceptions (Pre/post change among those with branded proved awareness.  

Consumers who saw the advertising vs. those who did not) 
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“Backyard garden fresh look and 
taste” 

  Index of 
Change Impact* 

 +19 +15 

 +4 

↑Indicates significant impact (90% confidence level) 

“Are flash steamed” 

  Index of 
Change Impact* 
  

 +16 +14 

 +2 
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Appendix V 

Marketing Mix Results 

Nielsen Marketing Mix Analyses 2008-2011 

 

 


